Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marilyn Stoke <mandrstoke@earthlink.net>
Monday, February 12, 2018 7:55 PM
Planning Mail Box
Red Dot -- STAC

I support the work of the STAC Committee and hope you will approve their Adaptation Plan as per the Staff
Report recommendation. I do not believe the managed retreat is appropriate for Del Mar., The best possible
public benefit is to maintain sand on the beach for all to use and enjoy. Retreat will replace our great beach
with wetlands and not improve public access or provide a useable beach for everyone to enjoy.
Marilyn and Randy Stoke
2323 Ocean Front
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Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Stoke <nancystoke@earthlink.net>
Tuesday, February 13, 2018 9:05 AM
Planning Mail Box
PC meeting tonight-STAC

Please include this red dot for the discussion of the STAC plan this evening...

To our dedicated Planning Commission volunteers,
As a 40-yr resident of Coast Blvd I support the work of STAC and encourage you to approve the
recommendation in the Staff Report.
I do not support managed retreat as outlined in my Letter to the Editor of the DM Times this
past week. Managed retreat will not make our beach any wider nor will it improve public
access. It will, in fact, do the exact opposite. Don’t fall prey to the agenda that says it is a last
resort option for our “tool box”. With the brilliant minds we have living right here in the region I
am convinced that we can come up with necessary tools to maintain our lovely Del Mar without
having to remove seawalls and homes. Managed retreat is not the answer for Del Mar and
should not be anywhere in our future planning.
Thank you for your consideration,
Nancy Stoke
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Jennifer Gavin
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jon Corn <joncorn@joncornlaw.com>
Tuesday, February 13, 2018 12:00 PM
Planning Mail Box; Amanda Lee
Fwd: Letter with Attachments for Del Mar - thanks!
1.25.18 Official Draft STAC_MemoChapter10_Managed-Retreat-2018-01-25_final - BPC
REDLINES V2.pdf; 2_Flick_Ewing_2009.pdf; TerraCosta White Paper Managed Retreat
01.25.18.pdf; Climate Change Could Swamp Your Muni-Bond Portfolio - WSJ - 2018.pdf;
Letter to PC dated 2.13.18 from BPC.pdf; CCC, Re-Legislating the Coastal Act by Jon
Corn.pdf

Dear Amanda - please include this letter and all attachments in the Administrative
Record for the STAC/PC proceedings.
Sincerely yours,
Jon Corn
Jon Corn
The Jon Corn Law Firm
160 Chesterfield Drive, Suite 201
Cardiff by the Sea, CA 92007
760-944-9006 (office)
760-271-2600 (cell)
joncorn@joncornlaw.com
www.joncornlaw.com

The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is intended to be
directed. The sender of this message is a Member of the State Bar of California, and its contents may be privileged from disclosure under the Attorney Client Privilege,
the Attorney Work Product Privilege, the Right of Privacy contained in the California Constitution, and other rights and privileges that preclude disclosure of confidential
information. The information in this message may also be protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by return e-mail or at the telephone number above and delete the original message. Thank you.
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The Coastal Commission is Re-Legislating the Coastal Act – Coastal City by Coastal City
By Jon Corn
In 1976, the California Coastal Act (the “Act”) ushered in a tectonic power shift, transferring coastal
land use control from local government to the State, in the form of the newly minted California
Coastal Commission. Unfortunately, the breadth of this unprecedented power shift did not stop with
the Act’s passage; it continues to expand in favor of the Coastal Commission at the expense of local
government and private property rights.
This ever-creeping expansion of state power occurs in numerous ways, but one of the more
egregious is the Coastal Commission’s misuse of its Local Coastal Program (LCP) certification
power. The Coastal Commission will not certify a city or county’s LCP unless its policies are more
restrictive, and sometimes in conflict with, the Act’s already robust requirements. This violates the
Coastal Act and is effectively re-legislating an expansion of the Coastal Act on a city-by-city, countyby-county basis.
While environmental protection is, or should be, high on everyone’s agenda, so should the rights
guaranteed to local government by the Act, not to mention respect for the separation of powers
doctrine and private property rights guaranteed by the California Constitution.
The Act’s LCP requirement was supposed to restore local control over coastal land use decisions.
Instead, it is being used by the Coastal Commission to force our coastal cities and counties to adopt
policies that exceed the Coastal Act. This agency force majeure, in effect, operates to incrementally
amend the Coastal Act without the Legislature’s consent or knowledge, defying democratic process.
Prior to the Act, locally elected officials of California’s coastal cities and counties decided land use
matters based on the physical, environmental, and economic conditions unique to their towns and
communities. Under the Act, no development may take place anywhere in California’s behemoth
“coastal zone” unless the San Francisco-based Coastal Commission, a body of 12 politically
appointed persons from around the state, grants a coastal development permit for the project.
Without the Commission’s permit and the applicant’s acceptance of “special conditions,” the project
cannot be built.
To compensate for the sweeping loss of local power, the Act includes a mechanism for the apparent
restoration of local control. The Act requires each coastal city and county to draft an LCP to carry
out the “basic goals” of the Act. Once the Commission “certifies” the LCP, the local jurisdiction is
authorized to itself issue coastal development permits, subject to the Coastal Commission’s de novo
review for development on the oceanfront and other sensitive areas.
The Act provides that the Commission’s certification review of an LCP “shall be limited to its
administrative determination that the [LCP] does, or does not, conform with the requirements of
Chapter 3” of the Act. Neither the Commission, nor its staff is authorized to re-write a LCP. In fact,
the Act expressly states that the “precise content” of the LCP “shall be determined by local
government.” The Act also states that “the Commission is not authorized … to diminish or abridge
the authority of a local government to adopt and establish, by ordinance, the precise content” of its
LCP. While the Act allows the Commission, after a public hearing, to deny certification and submit
to the city or county those “suggested modifications” needed to bring the LCP into conformance

with the requirements of Chapter 3, the suggested modifications should be limited to just that: the
changes needed to bring the LCP into simple conformity with Act’s basic goals. The suggested
modifications should not go beyond the Act’s requirements, let alone conflict with the Act, for the
purpose of advancing the Commission’s or its staff’s extra-legislative goals.
Nevertheless, this is precisely what happens.
Because case law allows local jurisdictions to adopt LCP policies that are more restrictive than the
Act, Coastal staff typically withholds its recommendation in favor of certification unless the LCP’s
policies further the Commission’s agenda (e.g., managed retreat) and go far beyond or conflict with
the Act’s requirements. In the citizen lawsuits that inevitably follow, the Coastal Commission has a
free law firm in the form of the California Attorney General’s Office, paid for by the state’s taxpayers.
But, local government and private parties are left to defend themselves in court at great expense.
This is exactly what recently happened in Solana Beach, a small coastal town in North San Diego
County with limited resources to take on the Coastal Commission. The town’s former mayor
astutely established a bipartisan citizen’s committee to draft a proposed LCP for the City’s
consideration. The committee, which included two blufftop homeowners, including the author of
this article, a former Coastal Commissioner/land use attorney, and a Surfrider Foundation
representative, wrote an innovative plan that actually led to the elimination of seawalls over time
and would have created new coastal open space for future generations to enjoy. The City
wholeheartedly adopted this plan and sent it to Coastal Commission staff for an informal review.
Over the next ten years and seven separate draft LCPs, Coastal staff responded to the City with
several hundred “suggested modifications” that would be “needed” in order for this innovative LCP
to gain a positive staff recommendation. The City submissively adopted the suggested
modifications, obliterating the citizen committee’s plan, and then officially submitted the LCP, now
largely re-written by Coastal staff, to the Commission for formal certification.
And, despite having written large swaths of the LCP, the Coastal staff report to Commission
recommended its rejection unless the City accepted yet another 153 additional “suggested
modifications.” Not surprisingly, the Coastal Commission followed its staff’s recommendation. It
rejected the City’s LCP as written (even though it was already mostly written by Coastal staff), but
offered to certify it if the City accepted the additional 153 modifications.
Some of the “suggested modifications” included: (i) a requirement that disallowed protection for
any blufftop accessory structure; (ii) a 20-year permit expiration date on all new seawall permits;
(iii) a requirement that homeowners permanently waive their right to seawall protection in
exchange for any blufftop building permit; (iv) a new methodology for calculating bluff edge
setbacks that eliminated the possibility for new homes, or even additions, on more than half the
City’s coastal properties; (v) a requirement that private beach stairs be “phased out” over time,
along with an outright prohibition on cumulative repairs to more than 50% of the stairs; and, (vi) a
mechanism forcing owners of private beach stairs to allow public access to the stairs over private
property.
The common denominator for each of these objectionable policies is that they were (a) written by
Coastal staff, not the City, and (b) the new requirements were nowhere to be found in, or required
by, the Coastal Act. Certainly, none of these requirements were necessary to comply with the Act, as

evidenced by the fact that the Commission previously certified many LCPs throughout the State
without such requirements. Yet, Coastal staff informed the Commission that the LCP could not be
found consistent with the Act without the 153 “suggested modifications.” The Commission
accepted its staff’s recommendation hook, line and sinker.
The City then unwisely adopted the 153 changes and quickly found itself embroiled in litigation
with nearly all the small City’s 1,100 coastal property owners. These suits challenged the
objectionable LCP policies on a facial basis, which requires the plaintiff to prove that the policies
will be unconstitutional in all or almost all cases – a very high standard. The author of this article,
the Pacific Legal Foundation, and another private attorney represented the plaintiffs. Meanwhile,
the Coastal Commission was represented at taxpayer expense by the Attorney General’s Office. The
small City was forced to hire private counsel at the City’s expense.
While acknowledging that these issues will ultimately be resolved by the Court of Appeals, the trial
court recently decided that 2 of the Commission’s policies were unconstitutional and facially
violated the Coastal Act. And although the Court found that certain other policies were not facially
invalid, its decision left open the possibility that such policies could be found invalid in future “as
applied” challenges by the City’s coastal property owners. Moreover, during the litigation, the City
abandoned its 20-year seawall permit expiration date policies in favor of a much more liberal
standard, which the Court found acceptable.
None of this litigation would have been necessary but for the Coastal Commission’s manipulation of
the City’s LCP process. Just because local jurisdictions may adopt LCP policies that are more
restrictive than the Coastal Act, the Coastal Commission should not withhold certification of an LCP
simply because they don’t. The Coastal Act is very clear that it is the local government who gets to
write its local coastal program. It is also very clear that the Coastal Commission is duty bound to
certify an LCP as long it conforms to Chapter 3 to achieve the “basic state goals” set forth in the Act.
Using the LCP certification process to incrementally re-legislate the Act violates the democratic
principles guaranteed by the California Constitution. Forcing local government to bear the brunt of
the Commission’s over-reaching regulatory experiments is altogether another problem. The
sweepingly thorough Coastal Act is already a very strong piece of legislation that more than
adequately protects the State’s coastal environment. If the Coastal Commission would like to see it
strengthened further it should seek amendments through proper Legislative action, not by strongarming local jurisdictions and forcing them to advance the Commission’s anti-property rights
agenda. Our Constitution requires no less.
Jon Corn is a San Diego-based land use
attorney who specializes in coastal
property rights and associated litigation.
www.joncornlaw.com

The Infeasibility of Managed Retreat for the City of Del Mar:
A White Paper
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The California Coastal Commission Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance Document provides a
chapter on adaptation strategies to effectively address coastal hazard risks and to protect
coastal resources, accounting for the uncertainties surrounding projections of sea level rise
over the next century and beyond. The Commission document notes that adaptation
strategies should be chosen based on the specific risks and vulnerabilities of a region or
project site, and the applicable Coastal Act and Local Coastal Plan (LCP) requirements, with
due consideration of local priorities and goals. Adaptation strategies may involve
modifications to land use plans, regulatory changes, project modifications, or permit
conditions that focus on avoidance or minimization of risks and the protection of coastal
resources. The adaptation options described in Chapter 7 of the Commission’s Sea Level
Rise Policy Guidance Document are intended to provide guidance for potential LCP and
permitting strategies. It is important to recognize that not all strategies listed in Chapter 7 are
or will be appropriate for every jurisdiction, as each represents unique geographies and
geomorphologies.
Chapter 9 of the Sea Level Rise Stakeholder Technical Advisory Committee (STAC) Report
dated January 11, 2018, summarizes the viable beach erosion and flooding adaptation
strategies considered appropriate for Del Mar. Notably absent from Del Mar’s beach erosion
and flooding adaptation strategies is the concept of managed retreat. Coastal Commission
Staff argue that this adaptation strategy must be included in the City of Del Mar’s Adaptation
Plan. The Coastal Commission’s Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance Document provides
significant discussion and recommendations for incorporating managed retreat into future
LCPs to help property owners (public and private) plan for and address future sea level rise,
storm surge, coastal flooding, and erosion. Given the available technical data, it would
appear that managed retreat is not a viable adaptation strategy for the City’s North
Beach and Valley Districts and has not been included in the City of Del Mar’s Sea Level
Rise Adaptation Plan. The basis for this conclusion follows.
The City of Del Mar’s Unique Geology and Geomorphology
Given the Coastal Commission’s current stance against shoreline protection devices, it is
conceivable how certain agencies, along with environmental groups, could possibly embrace
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managed retreat as a viable adaptation strategy for preserving the City of Del Mar’s unique
coastal beach experience. However, one of the features that makes the City of Del Mar’s,
and particularly Del Mar’s North Beach, so unique is its coastal geology or, more
specifically, its geomorphology or the evolution of this very unique coastal city. Del Mar’s
North Beach is truly unique and along the state’s 1,100-mile coastline, is one of only nine
small coastal segments having similar geomorphology. Del Mar’s unique geomorphic
character lies in its location at the mouth of the San Dieguito River, with the San Diego
Lagoon creating a truly unique coastal experience along Del Mar’s approximately 4,400-footlong North Beach.
In the recent geologic past, the San Dieguito River mouth, as it empties into the ocean, would
migrate from the City’s northerly headlands adjacent Dog Beach southerly down to Power
House Park, with the actual active width of the river mouth only several hundred feet wide to
maintain the necessary ebb flow tidal velocities to keep the river mouth open.
During the last ice age about 18,000 years ago when sea level was about 400 feet lower and
the shoreline at the time about 2½ miles further seaward, North Del Mar was a coastal valley
not unlike San Diego’s Mission Valley, with a relatively level valley floor with its elevation
about 120 feet below the sea level of today; albeit still about 280 feet above the ancestral
shoreline at the time. This ancestral shoreline represents the edge of the very gently sloping
continental shelf through which all of the major ancestral rivers have incised as all of the
coastal rivers flowed westward. As sea level again rose after the last ice age, these ancestral
rivers became drowned out, with river sediments then deposited within these incised
submarine and now-buried ancestral rivers. Interestingly, the ancestral San Dieguito River,
in 60 feet of water (or about 4,000 feet offshore), is where SANDAG mined substantial
quantities of sand for its regional beach nourishment projects in both 2001 and 2012, with
this ancestral sand source off of Del Mar representing a very good quality coarse alluvial
sediment, and used it on several of San Diego’s North County beaches in 2001, and again in
2012.
As sea level continued to rise up to contemporary times, the coastal lagoons – including the
San Dieguito Lagoon – were eventually filled in with alluvial sediments, with the surface of
the San Dieguito Lagoon today, although somewhat variable in elevation, typically at no
more than elevation +3 feet NGVD 29. It is on this contemporary lagoonal surface that man
extended both roadway embankments and a railroad embankment, the Del Mar Fairgrounds,
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and of course at least the eastern portion of the urban area we now refer to as Del Mar’s
North Beach.
The seaward face of this lagoonal deposition was then further affected by longshore sand
transport within the 52-mile-long Oceanside Littoral Cell. Alongshore sand transport is
driven by waves breaking at an angle to the shoreline. It is generally southward in winter and
northward in summer. Estimates of long-term transport potential for the Oceanside Littoral
Cell average about 750,000 cubic yards per year to the south, and 550,000 cubic yards per
year to the north (USACOE, 1991). This means that a total of about 1.3 million cubic yards
of gross sand transport per year are capable of being mobilized, with a net southward rate of
about 200,000 cubic yards per year.
It is this longshore sand transport that further alters the seaward edge of the lagoon, with the
foreshore (in the presence of sufficient sand) created and built up as normal waves passing
through the surf zone place material in suspension, thus loading the uprush water with sand.
The broken wave swashes up the beach face, with its water percolating through it, eventually
to be returned back to sea. The down rush is smaller than the uprush due to this percolation,
and therefore cannot carry much of the sediment load back down the beach face, with the
process causing the beach to accrete. The backshore, and ultimately the beach berm itself, is
a result of the landward accretion from waves during more severe storms.
Within the recent geologic past in Del Mar, this beach berm formed along the seaward edge
of the San Dieguito Lagoon, with the crest of the beach berm being relatively uniform at
about elevation +13 feet NGVD 29, and it was on this back beach that the first row of houses
were constructed in Del Mar running from Power House Park to the river mouth. The width
of the beach berm across the river mouth was also relatively uniform, with its seaward edge
since being eroded away. However, its landward edge more or less coaligns with Ocean
Front, which exists throughout Del Mar North at around elevation +10 feet. The back of the
beach berm continues to descend at a relatively uniform slope down to Camino Del Mar,
which is typically around elevation +7 feet. Easterly of Camino Del Mar extending to the
railroad embankment, the ground surface drops to a relatively uniform topographic low of
around +6 feet, creating a relatively large basin between Camino Del Mar and the railroad
tracks that, at times, has experienced flooding when waters exceed the capacity to drain
northerly back to the San Dieguito River. An illustrative cross section is provided (Figure 1)
through Del Mar’s North Beach, easterly to the railroad tracks and then continuing easterly
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into the San Dieguito Lagoon. While the cross section shown on Figure 1A was drawn with
no vertical exaggeration and shows the relatively flat Del Mar North Beach area, Figure 1B,
with a 10 to 1 vertical exaggeration, clearly shows this very unique geomorphic condition
that only exists along eight other river/lagoon mouths along the 1,100-mile-long California
coastline; namely, San Diego’s Mission Beach, Newport’s Harbor Island, Sunset Beach,
Alamitos Bay Peninsula, Channel Islands Harbor Beach, Ventura, Carpinteria-Sand Point,
and Moss Landing just south of San Francisco.
Figure 1 also includes a typical seawall protecting the seaward-most row of North Beach
homes, with a top-of-wall elevation of +15 feet. Upon reflection, it should be obvious that if
the seaward row of homes along Del Mar’s North Beach were removed to accommodate
planned retreat, the next row of houses on the east side of Ocean Front are typically about
3 feet lower in elevation and presumably would need even a higher seawall elevation, say at
+16 to+18 feet, or 6 to 8 feet above the first-floor of the next row of residences.

Figure 1: Typical seawall protecting the seaward-most row of North Beach homes, with a top-of-wall elevation of +15 feet
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As reach progressive row of residences is removed, the coastal erosion problem becomes
more acute, with each easterly seawall required to become taller in elevation, completely at
odds with the guiding land use goals and principles outlined in Chapter 2 of the STAC
Report.
The adaptation strategies outlined in Chapters 8 and 9 of the STAC Report work well
for the City of Del Mar, while in contrast, managed retreat, at least in this very unique
geomorphic environment, cannot work and still provide the goals espoused by the
citizens of Del Mar and the City’s elected officials.
The economic value of this state’s beaches is undisputed, particularly in Del Mar, and given
the specter of a potential one, to worst case two meter rise in sea level by the end of the 21st
century, beach nourishment remains a viable adaptation strategy, particularly when
incorporating sand retention structures, with the annualized cost of beach nourishment
incredibly small compared to the wholesale loss of the 600+ residences in North Beach.
An ongoing beach nourishment program meets the objectives of the Public Policy Institute’s
Program for California Coastal Management with the changing climate, and similarly
achieves the objectives of saving the beach by James Titus.
The Fallacy of Utilizing the Worst-Case Sea Level Rise Scenario
In recognition of the Coastal Commission’s interest in addressing worst-case scenarios, there
is an amount of sea level rise beyond which additional stabilization no longer makes sense.
For example, under a worst-case scenario, if there were 10 feet of sea level rise, none of the
proposed adaptation strategies described in Chapters 8 or 9 would likely be sufficient to
resist this worst-case scenario, and at that point in time, we anticipate that there would be
general agreement that retreat would remain the only viable option. In lieu of managed
retreat, under this scenario, we would anticipate a consensus agreement for what we would
refer to as “wholesale retreat” under a worst-case scenario. This, of course, is very different
from managed retreat in that wholesale retreat would require the abandonment and removal
of essentially all low-lying improvements northerly of Power House Park, returning this area
to an environment not unlike San Elijo Lagoon today. Under that worst-case scenario, and
depending upon the continued commitment from Caltrans, the railroad, and other interested
agencies, transportation and utility corridors across the restored San Dieguito Lagoon could
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be similar to the infrastructure that crosses San Elijo Lagoon today.
To put this worst-care SLR scenario into perspective, which we will arbitrarily define as
more than 2 meters of sea level rise over the next century, researchers at Scripps Institution
of Oceanography currently estimate that the probability of 2 meters of sea level rise by the
year 2100 is at 1/2 percent. As a practical matter, 2 meters of sea level rise can be
accommodated by the year 2100 through beach nourishment protecting Del Mar North’s
approximately 1.4-km-long beach (assuming the use of sand retention structures) at a total
cost of less than $1 million per year (Flick and Ewing, 20091).
Using the above example, we conclude that the beach erosion adaptation strategies described
in Chapter 9 remain both viable and economical through the year 2100, with an exceedingly
low probability of a more severe SLR scenario beyond which Del Mar’s North Beach
community might consider wholesale retreat.
Concern has also been raised regarding the availability of an economical sand source for
future beach nourishment projects. As described previously, sand sources for SANDAG’s
2001 and 2012 Regional Beach Sand Projects were mined from San Diego County’s
ancestral offshore rivers below 60 feet of water depth on the continental shelf. Current
estimates for the still-available offshore sand volume within the ancestral San Dieguito River
Valley exceed 2 million cubic yards, with a still available sand supply within the ancestral
San Diego River likely exceeding several billion cubic yards of relatively clean coarse
alluvial sediments suitable for beach nourishment well into the next century. In short,
significant quantities of excellent quality coarse granular alluvial sediments exist in San
Diego’s nearshore environment, exceeding any anticipated San Diego County beach
nourishment needs over the next century.
Jurisdictions with Similar Geography and Geomorphology to Del Mar
There are several jurisdictions across the California coast that share similar geomorphology
to that at Del Mar's North Beach. Namely, a beach berm, in all instances with a descending
back beach sloping down to a lagoonal back bay. They include the following:

1 Reinhard E. Flick and Lesley C. Ewing, 2009, Sand volume needs of southern California beaches as a
function of future sea level rise rates, in Shore & Beach, Vol. 77, No. 4, Fall 2009.
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Area
Mission Beach

Comments
Locally as narrow as 550 feet in width. Beach berm
elevation is around +13 feet. Back beach steps down
initially to about +10 feet, and then further down to
about +6 feet.
Newport-Harbor Island Harbor Island, where it fronts the Pacific, ranges from
300 to 700 feet in width, with the bike trail around
elevation +12 feet, and Balboa Blvd stepping down to
about +7 feet.
Newport- Balboa Island This island is within Newport Harbor as much as
1,500 feet in width and drops in elevation from about
+10 feet to +7 feet, extending from south to north.
Sunset Beach
This is about 500 feet in width. Beach berm is at +13
feet, with South Pacific Ave stepping down to about
+8 feet.
Alamitos Bay Peninsula This is 350 to about 700 feet in width. Beach berm is
around elevation +12 feet, with East Ocean Blvd at +7
feet.
Marina Del Rey
Although somewhat similar in geology to the other
areas, this elevation consistently is around +16 feet
and does not step down to the east, so I’ve not
included Marina Del Rey in our list of back bays.
Channel Islands Harbor Beach berm elevation around +13 feet. Ocean Drive
around +12 feet. Sunset Lane around +9 feet. South
Harbor Blvd around +6 feet.
Ventura
This area is interesting in that, while similar to Del
Mar, there is also a series of groins at about 1,300 feet
on center, with each groin about 400 feet in length.
Carpinteria-Sand Point Sand Point is at about 250 to 350 feet wide. Sand
Point has only one row of houses, so managed retreat
would simply remove the entire row of houses and
may not be appropriate. However, the geology
remains similar.
Moss Landing
Back beach elevation is around +10 feet, and as with
Carpinteria-Sand Point, has only a single row of
buildings, so planned retreat would be simply
removing all of the improvements in the area.
The fact that there are other similar locations that share Del Mar’s unique geology and
geomorphology only bolters the case that “managed retreat” cannot be treated as a “one-sizefits-all” adaptation strategy that can be applied across the California coast.
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For example, the City of San Diego certified Local Coastal Program for the Mission Bay
Planning Area does not address managed retreat. Currently, only the Ocean Beach
Community Plan and Local Coastal Program mentions, “The anticipated Citywide
Adaptation Plan should include in its scope of work an assessment of potential measures to
address the managed retreat or relocation of existing development at risk from bluff erosion
or failure, and the degree to which property owners should assume risks associated with
their properties in hazardous areas.” Given this, it will be telling if the proposed Adaptation
Plan (currently the City has not pursued such a Plan) will differentiate the unique
geographies within the City’s coastline (i.e. the difference between Ocean Beach versus
Mission Bay). The remaining jurisdictions’ Local Coastal Programs listed in the previous
table make no mention of managed retreat and/or as a strategy specific to the unique
geography of their beaches, bays, and harbors. That being said, all the jurisdictions are at
very stages of development of the sea level rise adaptation policy development and will most
likely come to the same conclusion as Del Mar in that managed retreat is not a practical
adaptation strategy for certain geographies located within their coast line.
As of the writing of this Chapter, the only communities actively looking at managed retreat
within their communities are the Cities of San Francisco, Pacifica, and Ventura. However,
managed retreat is only being suggested for open space areas, public infrastructure, and not
specifically residential. Additionally, the areas under consideration do not share the same
geography and geomorphology as Del Mar.
Conclusion
In addition to the unfavorable geomorphic conditions, managed retreat is incompatible with
Del Mar's voter-approved Beach Preservation Initiative (BPI) (Refer to Section 6 –
Authorized Protection Structures and Section 8 – Issuance Shoreline Protection Permit).
Furthermore, the implementation of managed retreat could endanger over $1.5 billion of Del
Mar's tax base and potentially the demographic diversity of Del Mar, as much of the majority
of housing in the impacted lower-lying areas are apartments and multi-family housing.
Lastly, managed retreat threatens public access as the arterial coast highway linking the City
of Del Mar with surrounding beach communities, as much of the Pacific Coast Highway and
the associated provision of free publically-available parking spaces would be negatively
impacted by flooding.
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In summary, one of the features that make the City of Del Mar’s, and particularly Del Mar’s
North Beach, so unique is its coastal geology or, more specifically, its geomorphology or the
evolution of this very unique coastal city. Del Mar’s North Beach is truly unique and along
the state’s 1,100-mile coastline, is one of only nine small coastal segments having similar
geomorphology. Del Mar’s unique geomorphic character lies in its location at the mouth of
the San Dieguito River, with the San Diego Lagoon creating a truly unique coastal
experience along Del Mar’s approximately 4,400-foot-long North Beach. For the reasons
explained above, so-called “managed retreat” is not a viable adaptation strategy for potential
sea level rise in Del Mar, and it would not result in any tangible public benefits. At the same
time, it would likely have detrimental economic and societal impacts.

Walter F. Crampton, R.C.E. 23792, R.G.E. 245

Sand volume needs of southern California beaches
as a function of future sea-level rise rates
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ABSTRACT
The littoral sand supply in southern California is already insuf- widespread both at beaches that never received nourishment
¿FLHQWWRPDLQWDLQHYHU\EHDFKDWDQDGHTXDWHZLGWKWRVDWLVI\ and at those that have. This paper outlines a simple approach
all recreational desires and shore protection needs. This has for calculating the sand volumes and related costs of the nourbeen true since at least the past century, which saw a modest LVKPHQWWKDWPD\EHUHTXLUHGWRPDLQWDLQWKHEHDFKZLGWKLQ
amount of sea-level rise on the order of 20 cm, and over the southern California as a function of the rate of sea-level rise,
past several decades, which showed little or no net sea-level effective beach slope, closure depth, and recurrence of major
rise. Sand shortages are largely due to urbanization and the storm events. We consider only sand needs related to sea-level
FRQVWUXFWLRQRIGDPVDQGRWKHUFRQÀLFWLQJXVHVVXFKDVVDQG rise and assume these volumes can be calculated using a Bruunmining and interruptions of longshore transport. Some beaches rule approach. We recognize that this crude method must be
received large volumes of sand as a by-product of the many UH¿QHG LQ WKH IXWXUH DV EHWWHU GDWD EHFRPH DYDLODEOH DQG DV
coastal construction projects that were undertaken from the improved numerical models of long-term shoreline response
1940s through the 1960s. Owing to the coast’s compartmen- to sea-level rise are applied to the area. We conclude that the
talization, sand supplies are not evenly distributed alongshore current cost of at least $19 million up to $48 million per year
and shortages exist at many beaches despite massive volumes for the mid-range (50-cm by 2100) of future sea-level rise rate
of sand delivered to others. With accelerated rates of sea-level scenarios is surprisingly small compared with the dollar value
rise likely over the next century, southern California beach sand of coastal-dependent economic activity, estimated at about $14
replenishment needs are likely to increase and become more billion per year.

T

he 1,725-km California coast is
geologically young, steep, and
eroding, with dune-backed beaches or coastal cliffs backing relatively thin
and narrow sand beaches. Long-term sea
level rise and fall, together with tectonic
uplift and wave action, have shaped the
coast and are responsible for its main
features (Shepard and Emery 1941; Inman and Nordstrom 1971). Tectonicallyformed headlands in southern California
naturally divide the coast into a series of
relatively isolated coastal compartments
called littoral cells (Inman and Frautschy
1964).

ly-related wave action along the southern
California coast are strongly correlated
to warm El Niño episodes in the tropical
3DFL¿FDVZHOODVWRORQJHULQWHUGHFDGDO
climate cycles (Bromirski et al. 2003;
 7KHVHSURFHVVHVLQWXUQLQÀXHQFH
beach width change.
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nourishment.
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The geologic and physical oceanographic processes and the observed hiscentury have provided over 90 million m
torical changes known to have occurred in
of sand that has widened some beaches
the past provide an understanding of how
much beyond what their natural conthe California coast works. For detailed
¿JXUDWLRQVZRXOGKDYHEHHQ )LJXUH 
information on a cell-by-cell basis, see
Engineered jetties, breakwaters, groins
Griggs et al. (2005). This understanding
and other structures, as well as natural
in turn provides insights as to the effects
reefs and headlands act as effective sand5LYHUDQGFRDVWDOVWUHDPÀRRGLQJDQG
that might be expected from increased sea
retention devices. These have preserved
cliff erosion provide the main natural
level rise rates. All beaches in California
many of the beaches in southern Califorsources of beach sand. Large coastal constand to be negatively affected by likely
nia, with or without sand nourishment
struction projects in the early to mid-20th
future increases in the rate of sea level
(Herron 1980; Flick 1993).
rise. Beach nourishment, especially in
Seasonal changes in wave activity conjunction with sand retention, can un*This paper has not been reviewed by the Calidrive corresponding changes in beach doubtedly effectively offset beach losses
fornia Coastal Commission or Viterbi School of
FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ6WRUPLQHVVDQGWKHFORVH- due to modest rates of sea level rise.
Engineering.
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proportions provide each littoral cell with
sand. This sand is moved cross-shore and
alongshore, on average toward the east
or south by wave action, thus sustaining
the beaches. Sand is funneled offshore
through submarine canyon systems at
,Q WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQV ZH EULHÀ\
the southern, down-coast end of each
review the southern California coastal
major littoral cell, or by wave action in
setting and its beaches. This paper focuses
each smaller sub-cell. Sand is also lost
on southern California, mainly because
offshore during larger-than-usual or
negative impacts due to sea level rise in
persistent wave events.
this region will affect the largest number
Because of the structure of the southof people and the most development.
After reviewing the coastal setting we dis- ern California coast with its more-orcuss the causes and rates of past sea level less short and isolated littoral cells and
rise, and outline the range of currently sub-cells, the sand budget of a particular
plausible future sea level rise scenarios. beach is largely localized. In other
We then use these to estimate the sand words, if sand shortages, surpluses, or
volumes and related costs that may be in- interruptions to transport occur from
curred to maintain the beaches of southern place-to-place or time-to-time, the beach
width effects are relatively isolated and
California over the next century.
localized, spreading at most some tens
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
of kilometers. This is an important point
COASTAL SETTING
when considering beach nourishment
Headlands in southern California,
strategies and is an important difference
and the related low-lying areas often
between southern California and other
associated with bays and lagoons, were
locations with much longer littoral systectonically formed by the right-lateral,
tems, such as the barrier islands of the
strike-slip Newport-Inglewood-Rose
southeastern U.S.
Canyon Fault system. As the crustal
As an extreme example, scores of
sections on each side of the faults slide
past each other, some blocks had to rise isolated pocket beaches that are at most
because of the sinuous characteristics of several kilometers long exist all along the
the system. About 20 major cycles of sea- California coast. Many of these pocket
level rise and fall, and many smaller ones beaches exist at the base of sheer cliffs
were superimposed on this tectonic activ- along the headland areas that form the
ity. During relative still-stands in the sea boundaries between littoral cells in the
OHYHOZDYHDFWLRQFXWÀDWORZVORSLQJ 160 km stretch between Point Conception
marine terraces, or shore platforms into and Point Dume. Since they are isolated
the bedrock, which formed the sea cliffs and their sand supply relatively limited,
at the same time. These processes account these pocket beaches could progressively
for the broad features of the coastline QDUURZÀRRGRUEHFRPHLQXQGDWHGDQG
that we see today, including the gently- ultimately disappear as sea-level rise
sloping shore platform that most of the rates increase. This process would be
hastened by passive erosion if the cliffs
sandy beaches overlie.
are armored to prevent loss of developThe headlands, such as Point Concepment and infrastructure, as is already
tion, Point Dume, Palos Verdes, Dana
evident along Point La Jolla and Point
Point, Point La Jolla, and Point Loma
Loma, among other places.
naturally divide the coast into a series
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
of coastal compartments called littoral
BEACHES
cells (Inman and Frautschy 1964). Each
Southern California beaches exist
littoral cell is from several tens of km
up to almost 200 km long. Recent work in a delicate balance controlled by the
by O’Reilly (unpublished) at Scripps local sand budget, which encompasses
Institution of Oceanography suggests sand supply, transport, and loss. When
that nearshore topography alters wave the rate of sea level rise is low and the
patterns to create littoral sub-cells, only sand supply large, shorelines advance and
a few kilometers long, with boundaries beaches widen. As the rate of sea-level
rise increases or the rate of sand supply
often located at lagoon mouths.
decreases, the shorelines retreat until the
Sand contributions from rivers, cliffs,
sea cliffs are undermined and also retreat.
and anthropogenic sources in varying

Large, but manageable, volumes of sand
added to the coast can likely maintain
beach area and the shoreline position in
the face of future rising sea levels along
the California coast.
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The balance between long-term shoreline
retreat and cliff or dune retreat determines
whether or not a beach exists. During
times of very high rates of sea-level
rise, or if the cliffs are more resistant at
sea level, such as at the aforementioned
headlands, or if they are armored, they
cannot retreat fast enough relative to the
shoreline to maintain space for a beach.
The California coast, like all the
world’s coasts, has undergone notable
change during the most recent interglacial beginning about 18,000 years
ago. During the rapid rise in sea level
from 18,000-5,000 years ago, the entire
coast retreated landward by 8-25 km,
depending upon the slope and resistance
of the shore material. This amounts to
a shoreline retreat rate of 0.6-2 m/yr.
For modern-day coastal dune areas like
Monterey, Nipomo Dunes, and Santa
Monica Bay, the retreat represented an inland migration of the beach and dune system, with large volumes of sand carried
inland by wind and waves. Importantly,
large volumes of sand were left offshore
as well, mostly as drowned beaches and
river channels. Along the narrow, cliffbacked beaches that are typical of San
Diego and other areas (Figure 1), much
of the shoreline change was from waves
causing landward erosion of the cliffs
and down-wearing of the shore platform
(Figure 2).
More or less permanent sand beaches
began to form along the southern California coast about 6,000-5,000 years ago.
Wetter weather produced more terrestrial
sand supply, which accumulated on the
nascent shore platform fast enough to
outpace the beach-drowning effect of sealevel rise as its rate slowed (Masters and
Aiello 2007). During previous periods of
more rapid rise, beaches could not form
to the same degree because the coast was
continuously inundated, even though
there may have been supplies of littoral
sand. Sand beaches were certainly a persistent feature of the southern California
coast by the time Europeans arrived.
Practically all of the sand on California beaches comes from terrestrial
VRXUFHV ʊ LQODQG HURVLRQ RI VHGLPHQW
that is carried to the coast by rivers or
streams or gullying and surface erosion
of sea cliffs. Many human activities have
PRGL¿HGWKHGHOLYHU\V\VWHPVDQGQDWXUDO
volumes of sand that reach the coast.
Conversion of forest and grasslands to
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Figure 1. Photo of Huntington Beach showing a typical, wide southern California beach (Photo credit: Ewing).

crop lands, trails, and cleared land during the early development of the state
caused a large increase in mobile sediment available for transport to the coast.
+RZHYHUÀRRGFRQWURODQGGHEULVEDVLQV
and water-storage reservoirs were built
as population grew in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. These have trapped
and continue to trap terrestrial sediments,
RIIVHWWLQJ WKH SRWHQWLDO EHQH¿WV RI LQcreased sediment availability (Willis and
Griggs 2003).
Dams and flood control structures
have had the added impact of reducing
SHDNÀRRGÀRZVZKLFKZHUHUHVSRQVLEOH
for mobilizing most of the sand and
transporting it to the coast. In southern
California alone, there are over 300
reservoirs, 150 debris basins, and 77 current or historic sand mining operations
that have reduced coastal sand supplies
from rivers by 98 million m3 (Slagel and
Griggs 2006), or by about one-half. Cliff
contributions to the coastal sand budget
have also been reduced by human efforts
to reduce the rate of cliff retreat through
the construction of seawalls, revetments,
and other shore protection devices.
During much of the 20th century, the
effects of these large reductions in natural
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coastal sand supply were muted or offset
by large coastal construction projects,
including small craft harbors, power and
sewer plants, harbor dredging, and other
works. A total of over 90 million m3 of
sand by-product from coastal and inland
projects have been placed on various
southern California beaches, most notably Santa Monica Bay in Los Angeles
County and the Silver Strand in southern
San Diego County.
From 1938 to the late 1960s, sand
was added to the Santa Monica Bay littoral system by human activity at a rate
of nearly 800,000 m3/yr (Flick 1993).
Over the same time, numerous large sand
retention structures were built, including groins at Will Rogers State Beach,
the Santa Monica and Venice offshore
breakwaters, and the Marina del Rey
and King Harbor jetties. Since the late
1960s, this anthropogenic sand supply
rate dropped to only about 50,000 m3/yr
with no new, large sources of opportunistic sand evident. The construction of
large engineered retention structures also
stopped with the cessation of large-scale
coastal projects as the coast was built out,
and as their negative environmental impacts became a concern. However, beach
surveys in the 1990s found that almost all

of the added sand was still in the Santa
Monica Littoral Cell, indicating that
these massive, incidental nourishment
and retention activities have been a longWHUPEHQH¿WWREHDFKZLGWK /HLGHUVGRUI
et al. 1994).
Seasonal changes in wave activity
GULYHFKDQJHVLQEHDFKFRQ¿JXUDWLRQ7KH
generally mild waves of summer push
sand up the shore slope and widen the
beach, while larger waves during winter
strip sand from the beach and move it offshore. This normal seasonal beach cycle
LV JHQHUDOO\ FRQ¿QHG EHWZHHQ WKH GU\
beach berm and the “closure” depth of
less than 10 m. Rainfall patterns are also
seasonal, with almost all precipitation
in southern California falling between
November and April. This means nearly
all river sand discharge and most cliffderived sand contributions also arrive on
the beach in the winter months.
Most beaches in southern California
KDYHODUJHÀXFWXDWLRQVERWKLQVHDVRQDO
and episodic beach width, and related
sub-aerial sand volume that can obscure
long-term erosion or accretion trends.
For example, beach width at Del Mar
Beach, situated about 30 km north of San
Diego, has been surveyed regularly since
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Figure 2. Photo of Solana Beach showing a narrow, cliff-backed beach underlain by a low-slope wave-cut platform
(Photo credit: Ewing).

1978. Over this period, the beach shows
an average seasonal width variability
of about 15 m to 30 m and an extreme
decrease of up about 75 m during the
1982-83 El Niño winter. Over the 30-year
record, the mean and maximum summer
beach width has decreased by about 15
m, for an erosion rate of about 0.5 m/yr.
However, the erosion has not been steady.
Large decreases in width are clear after
big wave storms, but recovery is often
rapid, albeit not always to prior levels.
Years of steady average beach width or
accretion are also evident.

ishment and sand retention can widen
or maintain California beaches. Yet,
the only formal, long-term, sustained
beach nourishment effort in California
is the Orange County Newport-SurfsideSunset project. This jointly sponsored
state-federal-local program has added
an average of about 280,000 m3 of sand
During very large or unusually perannually to the beach system since 1964
sistent wave storm events sand may be
in a series of 12 separate nourishments at
moved offshore to depths of 30 m or
approximately four-year intervals. These
PRUHʊIDUEH\RQGWKHQRUPDOFORVXUH
nourishment episodes have fed beaches
depth for these beaches. This offshore
in much of the Orange County littoral
loss may be permanent, since milder
system. Together with groins and harbor
ZDYHVDUHVXEVHTXHQWO\XQDEOHWRWUDQVjetties, the replenishment has maintained
%HDFKFRQGLWLRQVDUHLQJUHDWHVWÀX[ port this material back up the slope to
stable beaches for 25 km from Anaheim
during storms, when waves move sig- the beach. Net beach sand loss volumes
Bay south through Huntington Beach
QL¿FDQWDPRXQWVRIVDQGRIIVKRUHWRGHHS during major persistent storm events
(Figure 1) to Newport for decades. The
3
water, and coastal gullies, streams, creeks may be as large as 500-1,000 m /m. Such
Newport-Surfside-Sunset project can
and rivers carry new supplies of sand to large storm systems have occurred only
act as a template for future large-scale
the coast. Storminess along the southern a few times per century; the 1982-83 and
beach nourishment programs that may
California coast is strongly related to the 1997-98 El Niño storms were two of the
EHUHTXLUHGLQVRXWKHUQ&DOLIRUQLDDVVHD
occurrence of El Niño, or warming condi- largest events in the 20th century. When
level rise accelerates.
WLRQVLQWKHWURSLFDO3DFL¿FDVZHOODVWR they do occur, they can essentially “reset”
longer-span climate cycles represented by coastal conditions by stripping away a
PAST SEA LEVEL RISE
WKH 3DFL¿F 'HFDGDO 2VFLOODWLRQ 3'2  large fraction of the beach sand.
Over the past 2 million years, Earth’s
Many repeated episodes of warm, stormy,
climate has undergone periodic warming
As the history of southern California
and wet (El Niño) conditions alternating
and cooling with characteristic periods
coastal development proves, beach nourwith cool, dry, and calm (La Niña) periods
have been observed in the southwestern
United States and in southern California
(Inman and Jenkins 1999). Furthermore,
a general increase in storminess in the
region since at least 1980 is evident from
Bromirski et al. (2003; 2005).
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of about 100,000 years, 40,000 years,
and 20,000 years. These periods are respectively set by the ellipticity, tilt, and
precession perturbations of the earth’s
orbit around the sun (Milankovitch 1920)
caused by the other planets. The orbital
ÀXFWXDWLRQV SURGXFH VPDOO FKDQJHV LQ
high-latitude solar power, which then
pace the periodic warming and cooling
WKDW DUH DPSOL¿HG E\ IHHGEDFNV UHODWHG
to albedo and greenhouse gas concentrations. The temperature cycles in turn
drive glacial retreat and advance (Hays
et al. 1976), ultimately leading to large
rises and falls of mean sea level.
Over the past 18,000 years, there has
been a general, if erratic, warming with
associated ocean water expansion and
glacial and icecap melting. In all, sealevel has risen about 125 m over this
period. However, the rates of sea level
rise have varied radically. A rise of nearly
120 m occurred from about 18,000 to
5,000 years ago, which amounts to an
average rate of almost 100 centimeters
per century (cm/cy). The rate of sea level
rise slowed to an average of about 10 cm/
cy for the past 5,000 years, and to an even
slower rate of about 2 cm/cy for the past
2,000 years.
Sea level rise from 18,000 to 5,000
years ago appears to have occurred in
episodes of rapid rise and periods of
slower rise. For example, melt Pulse 1A,
approximately 14,000 years ago raised
sea level by about 20 m over only about
500 years, which was a 400 cm/cy rate
of rise. Even during the past 2,000 years,
sea-level rise has varied, increasing during the medieval warming period (from
about 800 to 1300 CE), and slowing during the Little Ice Age (from about 1500
to the mid-1800s).
Over the past 100-150 years relative
sea level change at the coast has been
accurately measured by tide gauges. The
tide gauge at San Francisco has recorded
water levels continuously since 1855 at
least hourly, while La Jolla extends back
to 1924 (Flick et al. 2003). These records
indicate a relative mean sea level rise of
about 20 cm/cy over the past century,
which is similar to estimates of global sea
level rise over the same period (White et
al. 2005). Interestingly, tide gauge data
from La Jolla suggest that local sea level
off southern California rose much more
slowly or may actually have dropped
slightly, since about 1980.1 The reason
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for this is not known; it may relate to
influences from the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation. But, the trend is consistent
with global satellite data, which show
much higher rates of sea level rise in the
ZHVWHUQ3DFL¿FDQGPXFKORZHUUDWHVLQ
WKHHDVWHUQ3DFL¿FVLQFHDERXW VHH
Fletcher 2009, this volume).
Satellite records covering the entire
world ocean since 1994 suggest that the
global average rate of sea-level rise has
now reached over 30 cm/cy, but with
very large variations in rates in different areas. Whether this higher global
rate is a new symptom of the awaited
global acceleration of sea level rise due
to the “greenhouse effect” is hard to tell.
However, there is now evidence of 19th
and 20th century acceleration in the rate
of sea-level rise commencing as early
as 1870, coinciding with the Industrial
Revolution, and related to anthropogenic global warming (Church and White
2006). A more complete review is given
by Fletcher (2009).
POSSIBLE FUTURE
SEA-LEVEL RISE
Few geophysical phenomena can be
accurately predicted, including sea-level
rise.2 However, projections of future sealevel rise can and are being made based
either on general understanding of the
processes involved, or projecting into
the future empirical relationships that
are derived from past observations. Each
DSSURDFK UHTXLUHV FHUWDLQ DVVXPSWLRQV
ZKLFKFDQRQO\EHUH¿QHGDVWLPHJRHVRQ
and observations become available. Because sea level “predictions” are always
uncertain, it is most useful to consider
them as “scenarios.” Scenarios imply a
VHWRIOLNHO\IXWXUHFRQVHTXHQFHVWKDWFDQ
be evaluated. Depending on the conseTXHQFHVFRXUVHVRIDFWLRQFDQEHSODQQHG
These are usually focused on alteration,
avoidance, adaptation, or mitigation.
The United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) leads
global efforts to periodically publish
consensus assessments of future climate
1. The trend is uncertain over this short 30-year
period owing to several large peaks in annual
mean sea level due to El Niño conditions and other
factors. However, the trend in the lowest annual
mean values is level or slightly downward.
2. Due to the regularity of the underlying astronomical forces, the tides are an example of a phenomenon that can be usefully predicted, provided
observations exist at the place of interest.

scenarios, including sea-level rise. Most
commonly, possible future mean sea
levels are calculated from global, coupled
ocean-atmosphere general circulation
(computer) models (GCMs). These
models are driven by scenarios of future
greenhouse gas concentrations that are
in turn determined by such variables as
future population, and level of economic
activity and wealth, among others. The
models predict global temperature,
among many other variables, including
sea level. Judging from the generally
close agreement of future temperature
predictions from different models running
the same greenhouse gas input scenarios,
future temperature change scenarios are
likely to be fairly reliable.3
In contrast to the temperature predictions, different models using different
methods show considerable differences
between future sea-level rise results for
the same underlying greenhouse gas input
scenarios. This range is one measure of
the uncertainties, and suggests sea-level
predictions are much less robust than
temperature predictions. Some amount
of future increase in sea level is already
locked in, since there are lag times between greenhouse gas input, atmospheric
temperature increase, and sea-level rise.
Other changes will depend upon current
and future anthropogenic activity, as well
as uncontrollable natural events related to
the aforementioned feedbacks.
The IPCC (2007) Fourth Assessment
of future sea-level rise could not reach a
unanimous conclusion for the possible
contributions from glacial and ice-cap
melting, particularly from Antarctica and
Greenland. It is well known that these
are the largest potential contributors to
future global sea-level rise, amounting
up to about 70 m and 7 m, respectively,
were all of the ice to melt. Rapid melting
of Greenland and ice sheet collapse in
Antarctica is being observed. However,
WKHUHLVLQDGHTXDWHXQGHUVWDQGLQJDERXW
how much of this ice is likely to melt,
or how fast this could occur. Therefore,
the Fourth Assessment sea-level rise
scenarios left out these potential contributions, while acknowledging they are
crucially important.
3. The greenhouse gas and warming scenarios
span a low, moderate, and high range, commonly
referred to as “A1,” “A2,” “B1,” and “B2” scenarios (and various additional sub-scenarios), generally in decreasing order of impact, or increasing
order of “eco-friendliness” (IPCC 2000).
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The resulting IPCC (2007) scenarios
projected global sea-level rise by 20902099 (relative to 1980-1999) to range
from 18-59 cm, corresponding respectively to the (lowest) B1 and (highest)
A1F1 scenarios. The upper limit of the
“glacial melt excluded” scenarios was
DERXWKLJKHUWKDQWKHHTXLYDOHQWJODcial melt excluded scenarios in the IPCC
(2001) Third Assessment. However, the
Third Assessment also included up to
38 cm of sea-level rise due to potential
contributions from land-ice melt. Thus,
the upper limit of possible sea-level rise
in this earlier assessment was 87 cm by
2100, almost 50% higher than the later
IPCC (2007) result.

HURVLRQDQGFDXVHVXEVWDQWLDOÀRRGLQJRI
many coastal areas. Cayan et al. (2008)
attempted to enhance the Rahmstorf
(2007) sea-level rise curves by adding
projected storm surge and El Niño seaOHYHOÀXFWXDWLRQVDVZHOODVWLGHSUHGLFtions, in order to examine the changes
in future peak-high sea-level event
IUHTXHQFLHVDQGGXUDWLRQV$VVHDOHYHO
rises, extreme-high sea levels that now
occur only rarely will be reached and
H[FHHGHGZLWKLQFUHDVLQJIUHTXHQF\DQG
KDYHORQJHUGXUDWLRQ7KXVFRDVWDOÀRRGing and erosion, which occur when wave
storms coincide with peak high tides, will
become progressively worse (Cayan et
al. 2008). Virtually all of the increase
LQIUHTXHQF\DQGGXUDWLRQRISHDNKLJK
sea level exceedance can be ascribed to
the underlying secular increase in mean
sea level, rather than being caused by
any projected changes in storm activity
(Cayan et al. 2009).

±20 cm/yr, based on end-point analysis
of cliff edge positions from 1920/19301998 (Hapke et al. 2009). Long-term
beach trends based on linear regression of
four mean high water (MHW) shoreline
positions from 1852/1889-1998 showed
average erosion of 20 ±10 cm/yr on 36%
of the beaches in southern California and
average accretion of 60 ±10 cm/yr on
64% of the beaches. For the short-term
changes based on end-point analysis
of MHW shoreline positions from
1972/1976-1998, 65% of the shoreline
exhibited erosion averaging 80 ±40 cm/
yr (Hapke et al. 2009).

If erosion and accretion are aggregated,
southern California beaches showed net
accretion of 30 cm/yr for the long-term,
The most widely cited effort to exbut net erosion of 10 ±4 cm/yr over the
trapolate past global temperature and
short term, even while local sea level has
sea-level observations into the future
been static. This implies that the supply of
is the work by Rahmstorf (2007). This
sand to the beaches in southern California
approach calculates the correlation of
LVFXUUHQWO\LQVXI¿FLHQWWRPDLQWDLQEHDFK
sea-level rise rate as a function of global
width everywhere even with little or no
average temperature from historic reOBSERVED SHORELINE
QHWVHDOHYHOULVH7KLVVXSSO\GH¿FLWLV
cords. The correlation is then used to
CHANGES IN
a result of decreases in the natural sand
derive future sea-level rise rates from
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
future global temperature scenarios from
Approximately 80% of the California VXSSO\ IURP ULYHUV WKH LQVXI¿FLHQW DQG
GCM outputs, which are presumably population lives within 50 km of the isolated supply of sand from cliff and
more reliable, as already discussed. This coast, and almost 50% the state’s popu- terrace erosion, and the cessation of largeWHFKQLTXH E\SDVVHV WKH VHDOHYHO ULVH ODWLRQOLYHLQWKH¿YHFRDVWDOFRXQWLHVLQ scale sand contributions from construcoutput results from the GCMs. However, southern California from Santa Barbara to tion projects (Flick 1993).
in order to calculate sea-level curves from San Diego. Southern California’s beaches
Assuming sea level will eventually
the temperature rise rates, Rahmstorf are important recreational resources for
resume rising in southern California, and
(2007) must make certain assumptions these areas as well as economic drivespecially if it rises at an accelerating rate
about the sea-level response time.
ers. California beaches generated $14
in the future, sea level may pose the greatbillion in direct revenues and 883,000
est challenge to the long-term existence
These future sea-level rise scenarios
jobs in 1998 (King 1999). All beaches in
of beaches in southern California. This
range from 50-140 cm above 1990 levels
California will be negatively affected by
is true for even the modest 49-87 cm of
by 2100, depending on the underlying
sea-level rise, including those in northmaximum sea-level rise projected by the
greenhouse gas scenarios. Curves are
ern, central, and southern California.
IPCC (2001; 2007) for the next century.
also concave upward. This upper limit
However the negative impacts to beaches
Much more beach loss is likely for the up
is between about 60% and 140% higher
throughout southern California will affect
to the 145 cm rise scenario used by the
(respectively) than the highest Third and
a large fraction of the state’s population,
CCAT (Cayan et al. 2008; 2009).
Fourth assessment values (IPCC 2001;
DQG VLJQL¿FDQW DPRXQWV RI SXEOLF DQG
2007).
private coastal development.
FUTURE BEACH CHANGES
ASSOCIATED WITH
The California Climate Action Team
The southern California coast is about
ACCELERATED SEA-LEVEL RISE
(CCAT) sponsored regional sea-level
420 km long, of which about 320 km are
In the future, southern California
projections suitable for the California
beaches. Historic changes in shoreline
beaches will be adversely affected by
coast that are based on the Rahmstorf
position and cliff retreat reflect local
PRUHIUHTXHQWDQGKLJKHUOHYHOVRIÀRRG(2007) curves. The CCAT analysis
geologic conditions, shoreline armoring,
LQJDQGFRQVHTXHQWHURVLRQGXHWRHYHU
LQFOXGHG PRGL¿FDWLRQV GXH WR VXUIDFH
construction of harbors, inlets, groins,
higher sea levels (Cayan et al. 2009).
water storage and ground-water pumping
jetties and breakwaters, inland reservoirs
This will be true even if other effects
(Chao et al. 2008), and projected regional
and debris basins, sand mining, beach
VXFK DV WKH IUHTXHQF\ DQG LQWHQVLW\ RI
mean sea-level rise of 30-45 cm by 2050
QRXULVKPHQW ZDYH VWRUP IUHTXHQF\
storm conditions remain unaltered. A
and 80-145 cm by 2100, relative to 2000
intensity and orientation, and sea-level
SUREOHPDWLFFRQVHTXHQFHRIFRDVWDOHUR(Cayan et al. 2009).
rise.
sion has been the increasing necessity
A rise in sea level of 145 cm would
Long-term cliff erosion for the region to protect valuable public and private
certainly have significant impacts on
averaged 20 ±20 cm/yr, while maximum coastal development and other assets
the California coast, but even smaller
localized retreat ranged from 180-100 IURPÀRRGLQJHURVLRQDQGVWRUPGDPincreases could be expected to enhance
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Figure 3. Sand volumes per kilometer of beach needed to keep pace with hypothetical sea-level rise over the next
century (starting in 2010) of 50 cm/cy. Straight broken line: Cumulative amount of “regular nourishment” assuming
6,000 m3/yr; Solid bars: Three additional wave-storm replenishments in years 8, 45, and 90 (see text); Solid line: Total
cumulative amount.

age. This is most often accomplished by
building seawalls or rock revetments, or
with beach sand nourishment. Already,
about 150 km of the southern California
coast is protected by shoreline armoring
(California Department of Boating and
Waterways 2002).

ever-increasing threats of wave damage
DQGÀRRGLQJ7KLUGDQGVLPXOWDQHRXVO\
demand for coastal armoring will accelerate to an unprecedented pace as
public and private development becomes
increasingly threatened. Fourth, occasional catastrophic events will occur,
such as barrier-spit breaches, harbor and
As sea level rise accelerates, as the
lagoon damages, road and railroad overbackshore is increasingly armored,
washing and collapse, and increasingly
DQGDVVDQGVXSSO\GH¿FLWVFRQWLQXHRU
ZLGHVSUHDGDQGVHYHUHÀRRGLQJDQGZDYH
worsen, beach width will be reduced.
damage when large wave storms coincide
Many beaches will eventually disappear
with episodes of peak high tides.
EHWZHHQWKH¿[HGEDFNVKRUHSRVLWLRQDQG
the landward movement of the shoreline.
FUTURE SAND
In extreme cases where there is no sand
NOURISHMENT NEEDS
beach covering the rocky shore platform,
Assuming initially that no severe
progressively deeper water will occur at winter storm events that strip the sand
the base of the cliff during high tide.
off the beaches during the next century
occur, an estimate of the unit rate of adIf nothing is done to preserve beach
ditional sand supply needed to maintain
width under likely future sea-level
the current beach width would be only
rise conditions, four stages of coastal
a factor of the rate of sea-level rise, the
degradation are likely to result. First,
beach slope, and the active beach height.4
sandy beaches may narrow and ultimately
This simple approach relies on the geodisappear. Second, the exposed shore
metric principle relating long-term beach
platform will be drowned, impeding acUHWUHDWZLWKVHDOHYHOULVH¿UVWRXWOLQHGE\
cess to and along the coast and exposing
Bruun (1962).
the cliffs and backshore development to
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We recognize there is criticism of this
approach based on the fact that actual
beach conditions are usually so complicated that the underlying assumptions are
UDUHO\MXVWL¿HGLQSUDFWLFH e.g. Pilkey and
Cooper 2004). Nevertheless, since some
evidence exists that the Bruun approach
explains long-term coastal retreat along
the U.S. east coast (Zhang et al. 2004)
and because no alternative method exists, it is applied herein to compare the
unit volumes and associated costs for
several sea level rise rate scenarios on
various beach configurations. In the
IXWXUHWKHVHHVWLPDWHVFDQEHUH¿QHGDV
systematic, local shoreline change data
and models relating these to wave forcing
such as Yates et al. (2009) are developed
and adapted to address the response of
beaches to sea-level rise.
Table 1 summarizes estimates of
the rate of nourishment that would be
4. The active beach height is the vertical distance
between the closure depth and the berm height.
7KLV IRUPXODWLRQ VLPSOL¿HV WKH XQLW YROXPH FDOculations, since variations in these two parameters
do not have to be considered separately.
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needed to keep pace with different rates
of sea level rise for various beach slopes
ranging from 1:20 to 1:100 (vertical to
horizontal), and a range of active beach
heights from 8 m to 12 m. The unit volXPHRIVDQGUHTXLUHGWRNHHSSDFHZLWK
sea level rise is simply the slope times
the active height times the rate of sea
level rise. The values shown in Table 1
result from accounting for the sea level
rise units, dividing each result by 100
yrs/cy to obtain annual values, and then
multiplying by 1,000 m/km to obtain unit
volumes per km of beach.

Table 1. Nourishment volumes needed
to keep pace with sea-level rise

UHTXLUH  P3/yr of nourishment per
km to keep pace with a 50 cm/cy rate of
sea level rise. If the beach was steeper
or the active beach height smaller, less
sand would be needed; if the rate of sealevel rise was higher, more sand would
be needed.

* Active beach height is measured from the beach berm to the depth of closure.
Note: Volumes are based on geometric model of shoreline change, assuming no
major storm losses.

(Sand volume units are m3/yr/km of beach)
Beach slope and
(active beach height*)

1:20 (8 m)
1:20 (10 m)
1:20 (12 m)
1:50 (8 m)
1:50 (10 m)
1:50 (12 m)
1:75 (8 m)
For example (Row 11, bottom of Table
1:75 (10 m)
1), a beach with an overall slope of 1:100
DQGDQRPLQDODFWLYHSUR¿OHKHLJKWRI 1:75 (12 m)
m (such as a beach berm elevation of +2 1:100 (10 m)
m and closure depth of -10 m) would 1:100 (12 m)

The examples shown in Table 1 represent only the sand needed to compensate
for given sea-level rise rates, without any
ODUJHVWRUPHYHQWVUHPRYLQJODUJHTXDQWLties of sand and thereby “resetting” the
beach sand volume. We recognize that
this sand volume calculation method
breaks down for many pocket beaches
or cliff-backed beaches when the shore
is totally or partly stripped of sand, as exHPSOL¿HGE\6RODQD%HDFK )LJXUH 
In cases where there is little or no sand
overlying the bedrock shore platform,
it makes no sense to consider a “beach
slope,” or an “active beach height” to calculate shoreline retreat rates as a function
of sea-level rise rates. On the other hand,
this geometrical approach is perfectly sensible to calculate necessary sand volumes
or unit volume rates when considering the
“functional design” of a beach restoration
or nourishment project.

Relative sea-level rise rate (cm/cy)
20
30
50
100

320
400
480
800
1,000
1,200
1,200
1,500
1,800
2,000
2,400

480
600
640
1,200
1,500
1,800
1,600
2,250
2,500
3,000
3,600

COST OF FUTURE SAND
NOURISHMENT
The unit volume rates of sand nourishment shown in Table 1 suggest that
the beaches of southern California can
be maintained in the face of moderate
rates of sea-level rise. Assuming the same
example presented above, which has the
lowest slope (1:100) and largest active
beach height (12 m) considered in Table
1, we note that 6,000 m3/yr/km would be
UHTXLUHGWRNHHSSDFHZLWKDK\SRWKHWLFDO
50 cm/cy sea-level rise rate. This amounts
to 1.9 million m3/yr of sand for the approximately 320 km of beaches from Point
Conception to the Mexican border, or 190
million m3 over the next 100 years.
At a nominal cost of $10/m3 this
amounts to about $19 million per year.
This is less than 0.2% of the $14 billion
per year of direct economic activity associated with coastal recreation and tourism
(King 1999). The total cost over the next
century would be about $1.9 billion, not
DFFRXQWLQJIRULQÀDWLRQ

800
1,000
1,200
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,000
3,750
4,500
5,000
6,000

1,600
2,000
2,400
4,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
7,500
9,000
10,000
12,000

150

2,400
3,000
3,600
6,000
7,500
9,000
8,000
11,250
13,500
15,000
18,000

In order then to “keep pace” with
sea-level rise, occasional nourishment
projects would need to both restore
WKH SUHVWRUP EHDFK SUR¿OH DV ZHOO DV
augment the beach for the losses from
ongoing sea-level rise. The volume of
sand to restore the beach to its pre-storm
condition could be as much as all the sand
already added to the shoreline to maintain
the beach previously. We assume three
such “El Niño-like” events over the next
century for illustration purposes only.
If a major storm were to occur early in
the effort, the volume of extra sand to
make up for the storm losses would be
small; for storms later into the effort, the
accumulated volume of sand would be
larger and the needed volumes of sand
to compensate for storm losses would
also be larger.

Figure 3 shows a graph of nourishment volumes, assuming the same steady
sea-level rise of 50 cm/cy, but with three
major storm events that hypothetically occur early in the coming 100 years (say, the
eighth year), in the middle (45th year), and
The rates at which sand would be
However, one of the main factors that
near the end (90th year).5 After each storm,
needed to compensate only for static LQÀXHQFHEHDFKHURVLRQDQGODUJHORVVHVRI
all the sand added to keep pace with seasea-level rise depend directly on the rates sand from the littoral cell are the large, but
level rise has to be replaced to restore
of sea-level rise. If future sea level rises LQIUHTXHQW VWRUP HYHQWV WKDW ³UHVHW´ WKH
beach conditions. This inclusion of stormOLQHDUO\HTXDOLQFUHPHQWVRIVDQGZLOOEH coastal beach systems by stripping much
GULYHQFKDQJHVWRWKHEHDFKHVUHTXLUHVXS
UHTXLUHGDWHTXDOWLPHLQWHUYDOV,IVHD of the beach sand cover. Any plan for longto 2.5 times the volume of sand needed to
level rise accelerates (concave upward term beach nourishment would have to
just keep pace with sea-level rise alone,
curve), lesser incremental amounts will anticipate several of these events over the
assuming all the sand is stripped each
be needed initially, but progressively lifetime of the nourishment, where each
time. If the number of large-wave storm
larger amounts will be needed as time event could be expected to remove much
events is more than three, the volume of
passes.
of the nourished beach sand.
Shore & Beach  Vol. 77, No. 4  Fall 2009
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7KH VHFRQG TXHVWLRQ FRQFHUQV WKH
large array of environmental and the
closely-related permitting issues raised
by large-scale, sustained nourishment
projects, both at the borrow sites and
at the receiver beaches. The San Diego
Association of Governments conducted
The total annual volume for nourishextensive environmental reviews to conment including this three-large-wavesider some of these effects in order to obstorm scenario would be 2.5 times 1.9
tain permitting for a 1.5 million m3 sand
million m3, or about 4.8 million m3. The
replenishment demonstration project in
cost would be 2.5 times $1.9 billion,
 /DUJH LQIUHTXHQW QRXULVKPHQW
which is about $4.8 billion. This amounts
efforts may be effective and appropriate
to about $48 million per year, or less than
for some locations; smaller but more
0.4% of economic activity.
IUHTXHQW QRXULVKPHQW PD\ EH HIIHFWLYH
and appropriate for other locations; and
WHAT NEXT?
6HYHUDO FULWLFDO TXHVWLRQV DULVH WKDW non-intervention may be the most apmust be considered further in order for propriate option for still other locations.
a long-term regional beach sand main- $JURZLQJERG\RIVFLHQWL¿FNQRZOHGJH
tenance program to succeed. The most is emerging about both the positive and
obvious may be whether a strategy of re- negative effects of nourishment on sandy
gional beach-width preservation is itself beaches, and perhaps more importantly,
worthwhile, desirable, and supportable, how to minimize or mitigate the adverse
or whether other options such as armor- impacts (e.g. Defeo et al. 2008). Additionally, it is recognized that beach width
ing alone or retreat are preferable.
maintenance through nourishment can
Assuming nourishment is chosen, the be an effective mitigation strategy for
¿UVWFRQVLGHUDWLRQLVZKHWKHUWKHUHLVLQ the negative effects of coastal armoring
IDFWVXI¿FLHQWVDQGDYDLODEOHLQVRXWKHUQ (Sarb and Ewing 1997).
California either offshore or on land
Finally, and most important from the
to satisfy the demand for a century or
ORQJHU6XUYH\VWRORFDWHTXDQWLI\DQG physical science and coastal engineercharacterize offshore sand deposits have ing points of view, observation-based
been conducted since at least the 1970s shoreline change models are needed so
(e.g. Osborne et al. 1983), but much more that possible future changes can be much
widespread and systematic geophysical more reliably predicted. This is critical
sampling needs to be done. The Cali- to developing reliable estimates of how
fornia Coastal Sediment Management much and where sand will be needed in
Workshop program is considering these response to sea-level rise, and therefore
and many related data and information how much this might cost. To accomplish
this, it will be crucial to join coastal
needs through its Master Plan process.6
change modeling efforts much more
5. It must be stressed again that these are not “pre- closely with the existing and future data
dictions” of big wave storms in 2017, 2054, or gathering efforts, among other strategies
2099, but only illustrative examples of how alter- (Flick and Bromirski 2008).
sand would be larger; if the number of
large storm events is less than three, or if
the storm events cluster in the early part
of the 100-yr period, or if not all of the
sand is removed each time, the additional
volume of sand would be smaller.

QDWHQRXULVKPHQWVFHQDULRVPD\EHTXDQWL¿HG
6. http://dbw.ca.gov/csmw/default.aspx.
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CONCLUSIONS
7KHOLWWRUDOVDQGVXSSO\LQVRXWKHUQ
&DOLIRUQLDLVDOUHDG\LQVXI¿FLHQWWRPDLQWDLQHYHU\EHDFKDWDQDGHTXDWHZLGWKWR
satisfy all recreational desires and shore
protection needs.
7KLVKDVEHHQWUXHVLQFHDWOHDVWWKH
past century, which saw a modest amount
of sea-level rise on the order of 20 cm,
and over the past several decades, which
showed little or no net sea-level rise.
 2ZLQJ WR WKH FRDVW¶V FRPSDUWmentalization, shortages exist at many
beaches despite massive volumes of
sand delivered to others as a by-product
of major coastal development projects
culminating in the late 1960s.
:LWKDFFHOHUDWHGUDWHVRIVHDOHYHO
rise likely over the next century, beach
VDQGQHHGVDUHHTXDOO\OLNHO\WRLQFUHDVH
and become more widespread.
$ VLPSOH DSSURDFK WR FDOFXODWLQJ
the sand volumes and related costs of
WKH QRXULVKPHQW WKDW PD\ EH UHTXLUHG
to maintain the beach width in southern
California over the next century suggests
that the price to maintain beach widths
is a small fraction of the total coastaldependent direct economic activity.
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CHAPTER 10 or Memo: Managed Retreat
With BPC REDLINES
Managed Retreat in Del Mar
The Sea Level Rise Adaptation Plan aims to keep risks related to sea-level-rise within
acceptable limits. The planning process identified vulnerabilities in the City of Del Mar,
considered strategies to limit risks, and evaluated the feasibility and application of those
strategies within the context of Del Mar. Adaptation options fall into three categories.
They can protect property, for example, through improved sea walls, levees, beach
replenishment, or river channel dredging. They can accommodate changes due to sea
level rise, for example, by raising structures or adding sediment to wetlands to maintain
vegetation elevations. The third category of adaptation options involves “ managed
retreat” and became the focus of much debate, discussion, and deliberation. Adaptation
through managed retreat allows wetlands to migrate and expand; r e q u i r e s
the
relocates relocation of public infrastructure, including, for example,
r o a d s , u t i l i t i e s , sewers, storm drains, fiber optic cables, r o a d w a y s , and
railroad equipment; and creates incentives to remove or relocate private property when
extreme risks arise.
As STAC deliberated and received communications from the citizens of Del Mar,
managed retreat through wetland migration and expansion never raised issues (However,
wetland migration and expansion was never discussed in the context of its potential
impacts, direct and indirect, on private property. It if was, it likely would have also raised
issues). Del Mar values the San Dieguito River and river-mouth, its associated
wetlands, its beaches, and its bluffs as important natural resources. Protecting these
resources and ensuring access emerged as a high priority. Likewise, managed retreat
through relocation of public infrastructure was broadly accepted to the extent such
relocation did not affect private property, including access and habitability. Public
buildings at risk include the fire station, the sewer lift station and park facilities,
including the Del Mar Community Center. Other vulnerable public infrastructure provides
essential services to citizens and access to beaches, bluffs, and lagoon for public
benefit and enjoyment, and access to private property by owners, tenants, visitors,
maintenance professionals, and life safety personnel. They include sewage
management, internet access, storm drainage, transportation and parking, lifeguard
stations, and public safety equipment. Ensuring the future of both natural resources
and public infrastructure through accommodation or relocation (assuming no impacts
to private property through such relocation) was well accepted throughout the STAC

process. The Adaptation Plan includes options at all levels – protect, accommodate,
retreat – for Del Mar’s shared vulnerable resources.
In contrast, managed retreat options as a adaptation strategy for private property emerged
as contentious and fraught with economic, legal, societal, and multi-faceted financial impacts.
This Chapter/Memo aims to review and summarize two and a half years of structured
discussion among STAC members and citizens of Del Mar regarding managed retreat as
applied to private property.
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10.1 State guidance is lacking on retreat in urbanized beachfront
Sea level rise adaptation strategies aim to manage risks to Del Mar’s public and private
property, natural resources, infrastructure and assets. Consideration of managed retreat
as an adaptation strategy involved a wide range of perspectives, a high level of
emotional response, and fundamental disagreement over whether and how to include
“managed retreat” in the Adaptation Plan as an adaptation strategy.
The State guidance [JC1]on managed retreat discusses retreat as an approach to
allow shorelines to migrate inland. In Del Mar, this view of managed retreat is insufficient
as guidance for planning for amending the LCP, especially in light of Del Mar’s
topography. The City of Del Mar includes over two miles of high density, urbanized
beachfront, both at beach level and atop ocean bluffs. Residents and visitors have
unfettered access to pristine, broadDel Mar’s beaches. Both Del Mar’s beachgoers
and over 600 homes at beach-level, and lower, would be negatively impacted by
managed retreat. Retreat andLandward migration of the shoreline, if left unchecked by
sand replenishment activities, would mean the replacement inundation of an a much
cherished urban environment (currently developed with hundreds of private homes,
restaurants, visitor serving businesses, most of Del Mar’s lower cost housing, a motel,
parks, a community center and associated roads and public infrastructure) with wetlands
and river, and eventually ocean.
While the State guidance emphasizes “prioritizing natural infrastructure”, it lacks
discussion a n d a n a l ys i s on retreat in an urbanized context, and fails to assess the
physical, economic and societal impacts that retreat may cause in densely developed
coastal towns like Del Mar. The State guidance document also fails to address the fiscal
impact that managed retreat would cause on City finances, erosion of the tax base, urban
blight, and the cost and risk of the litigation that would inevitably be prosecuted by some
property and business owners. T h e S t a t e g u i d a n c e s i m p l y a l s o a s s u m e s
that managed retreat would help maintain a useable beach area,
without taking into account local conditions such as the conditions
that exist in Del Mar, although the validity of this assumption is
u n c e r t a i n . For example, the North Beach area is unique because the the
oceanfront homes are constructed on land that is 6 to 8 feet higher in elevation
than the 600 or so homes to the east, homes will depend on existing seawalls
for protection in the event of extreme SLR conditions.
Expanded State guidance, along with objective analyses of the fiscal, geographic and
physical impacts on Del Mar and its residents and property owners, is needed to consider
fully analyze how managed retreat may or may not be suitable viable SLR adaptation
strategy in Del Mar specifically, and more generally in urbanized shorelines or in areas
where there is no contiguous open space for the shoreline to migrate inland and connect

to. To be clear, additional site-specific scientific, engineering, and economic
information is very much needed to assess the efficacy of a managed retreat
policy, and the full impact of managed retreat on Del Mar, especially in the
North Beach area.
Without balanced and informed guidance, along with reliable studies that address the
physical, fiscal, and societal impacts of on retreat in urbanized, medium-density
beachfront areas, local groups must apply common sense and values when
considering retreatneither the STAC nort the City is in a position to consider managed
retreat as a viable adaptation strategy to potential sea level rise. In short, existing State
guidance prioritizes natural infrastructure without addressing the economic and legal
impacts of replacing private property with wetlands and beaches and introducing
substantial new risk of flooding to adjacent private properties and public infrastructure.
This perspective is being voiced at the local level in Del Mar. The State guidance
documents lack adaptation examples applicable to Del Mar’s established beachfront
neighborhoods, where oceanfront homes and seawalls are at higher elevations than the
properties and infrastructure to their east.
The documents defer to a jurisdiction’s risk tolerance and lack discussion of how
to apply managed retreat to an urbanized beachfront via the Local Coastal Program
Amendment process, and do not adequately address the myriad critical issues that
managed retreat implies for the City of Del Mar, its property and business owners,
residents, and visitors.

10.2 STAC consideration of managed retreat in Del Mar
In Del Mar’s sea level rise policy planning process, managed retreat for private property
was the most controversial issue that the STAC committee evaluated and debated. The
committee has been and continues to be nearly equally divided on this issue. Over a
two and a half yeartwo- a n d - a - h a l f - y e a r period, the committee established its
position on private property managed retreat. In the first year of deliberations, managed
retreat was included in the STAC’s draft Sea Level Rise Adaptation Plan as an option
for all regions (wetlands, river, bluffs and beaches). In the second year, STAC, with an
unchanged membership,
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the STAC evaluated the impacts and implications of managed retreat to each area and
realized that for Del Mar, managed retreat of private property had profound economic,
societal, and legal implications, and could, in fact, increase risks rather than limit them.
That is, it could do more harm than good (i.e., it could destroy property,
t h e C i t y ’ s t a x b a s e , t o u r i s m e co n o m y , a n d t h e C i t y ’ s c h a r a c t e r w i t h
l i t t l e o r n o p u b l i c b e n e f i t ) . F o r t h e s e r e a s o n s , STAC decided to exclude
private property managed retreat completely in its final version of the document.
Further, STAC requested the City Council add two additional STAC
members from the beach level neighborhoods.

10.3 Foundations of STAC’s position on managed retreat
STAC’s position on managed retreat for private property resulted from discussion,
debate, and evaluation of the following factors:
1. The voter approved Beach Protection Initiative (BPI) and certified City of Del Mar
Local Coastal Program allow seawalls in the beachfront region from 15th St. north
to the river-mouth. Generations of property owners have relied in good faith on the
BPI and made significant financial investments based on the assurances contained
therein.
2. Vocal and committed community engagement on private property managed
retreat clarified that it will impose significant costs to Del Mar, and that the
effectivness of managed retreat in Del Mar as a SLR adaptation strategy is
unproven and potentially harmful. For example, the inclusion now of private
property managed retreat strategies will increase market uncertainty and
potentially reduce land values at a time when much remains unknown regarding
how SLR will evolve over the short and long term, and whether not managed
retreat is even a viable option. Anecdotal evidence already suggests that even
the STAC’s discussions regarding private party managed retreat has chilled the
real estate market in North Beach.
3. Approaches to managing coastal erosion have different distributions of benefits
and costs to community at local and regional levels. Hard engineering options
(e.g., sea walls) may protect community or private assets but the beach in front
of the structure is likely to erode, resulting in potential loss of beachmay narrow
with SLR, in the absence of sand replenishment activities. In such a case, beach
amenity and use for locals and visitors are lost could be reduced in favor of
protecting homes and or infrastructureupland property, infrastructure and
existing roadways and railways; and significant downstream impacts (e.g., loss
of tourism industry) may also occur. On the other hand, it is unknown whether or
not managed retreat will would protect beach amenity and public use given Del
Mar’s unique topography at the expense of property and infrastructure.

4. The committee determined that the City of Del Mar would benefit from a better
understanding of the future implications of seawalls in North Beach. Further, the
City would benefit from investigating all possible adaptation options that have
potential both to maintain the beach and to protect property before starting to
consider private property managed retreat strategies.
5. Success of hard and soft engineering options is highly dependent on the nature
of the physical environment, the affordability of the mitigation measures and
successfully negotiating an outcome that reconciles different contending
interests. Some managed retreat actions may well emerge as a component of
other adaptations as balanced, well-considered projects are planned.
6. The STAC has not been presented with and is not aware of any science-based
study or engineering analysis that demonstrates the feasibility of managed retreat
in Del Mar, or anywhere for that matter. The STAC has read and reviewed the
white paper entitled “The Infeasibility of Managed Retreat for the City of Del Mar”
by Walter F. Crampton, P.E., G.E. of TerraCosta Consulting (www.terracosta.com).
In this study, Mr. Crampton, a coastal engineer with more than 40 years of
experience, concludes that managed retreat is not feasible in Del Mar. The full
report is attached hereto as Appendix A, and its conclusion is summarized by Mr.
Crampton as follows:
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7. There For all these reasons, there was general consensus within the committee
that managed retreat should be considered only as a last resort after all other
adaptation strategies have been fully evaluated and determined not to be viable,
and a majority of the committee believed that managed retreat should not be
included in the City’s SLR adaptation policy statements, or the LCP, unless and
until it could be demonstrated that the theorized public benefits of managed retreat
outweighed the public risks, the private costs, and societal impacts.

10.4 Next steps
The challenge for the Planning Commission and the City Council in developing coastal
policy over the next decade will be to design and implement institutional arrangements
that prevent and/or resolve legal, financial, engineering and social conflicts in coastal
locations threatened by accelerated Sea Level Rise. Many government agencies and
key stakeholders argue that there is a need to mitigate the risks of SLR by modifying the
coastal urban planning framework. However, strong evidence indicates that risk
mitigation policies that are unpopular and socially divisive in the shorter term will not be
accepted over the long term. In general, policies designed to manage long term risks
tend to be controversial. Therefore, community involvement will continue to be central to
the success of strategies for gaining public acceptance of schemes designed to reduce
long-term risks.
Finally, the public should be engaged in deciding how to manage the long-term risks of
SLR and in determining the actions to be undertaken under various SLR scenarios.
While public engagement is time consuming and expensive, it is important for policy
makers to understand and respond to community concerns, match policy to community
needs wherever possible, and give the community a greater sense of ownership over
the design and implementation of new policy. It is critically important that the Planning
Commission and the City Council understand the perspective and decision-making
criteria that property owners employ to make sense of proposed SLR risk mitigation
policies. For a managed retreat policy not to further heighten social, economic, legal
and political conflicts, both the Planning Commission and the City Council must define a
process to understand the concerns of various constituents and engage in dialogue with
the community.

10.5 Addendum: Range of positions on managed retreat
STAC MEMBER 1 (KB): Address managed retreat now.
We need to face the issue of Sea Level Rise head on, now, proactively. By removing
managed retreat as an adaptation option from the Adaptation Study, we have removed
what might be our only option once seas have risen above a certain level. When this will
occur, no one knows. Originally we tied the managed retreat option to the amount of

sea level rise, frequency of coastal flooding, and the loss of a walkable beach. By
coupling retreat to these triggers, we were not saying when retreat might be necessary.
We were simply reinforcing two of the STAC’s guiding principles: maintaining a walkable
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beach and reducing flood risk. Without retreat as an option, we have abandoned these
guiding principle. Under the high SLR scenario, beaches in Del Mar will be lost if the
back of the beach is fixed by sea walls. Low-lying areas in North Beach will be
continually flooded by storm and high-wave events. No amount of sand replenishment,
sand retention devices, or even the complete restoration of natural sand supply through
returning rivers to their undammed state will be able to prevent beach loss and flooding
if the beaches are not allowed to move inland in face of rising tides. How to compensate
private property owners and how to manage the process of retreat are important
questions that will take years, possibly decades to work out. We need to start that
conversation now. By removing retreat as an option, we are deciding against starting
this difficult conversation. By removing retreat as an option, we will be forced to react
quickly, without as much time to examine the financial, legal, and social issues
associated with managed retreat. Decisions are better made with time and information;
by removing retreat as an option, we may be forced to make decisions quickly, without
all of the needed information, and our options will be more limited.
The entire STAC voted overwhelmingly in support of these guiding principles. These
guiding principles were not made in isolation - they are supported by the California
Coastal Act and the Del Mar Community Plan. The public has an inherent right of
access to and along all beaches and shorelines. We have not acted in the beach-going
public’s or the community of Del Mar’s best interests by removing retreat as an
adaptation option. The beaches are a public trust, and belong to every Californian.
Without retreat as an option, we are abandoning our beaches in interest of the
protection of private property, contrary to the laws and guidelines of Del Mar and the
state of California.
STAC MEMBER 2: (MH) Classic Free Rider Problem of Sea level Rise.
Sea-level rise is by definition a phenomenon that affects every California coastal
community as a result of CO2 emissions. When it comes to reducing carbon emissions
there is a classic free rider problem. The free rider problem is a market failure that
occurs when people take advantage of being able to use a common resource, or
collective good, without paying for it, as is the case when citizens of a country utilize
public goods without paying their fair share in taxes. Coastal communities would benefit
from lower emissions by relying on the public to make sacrifices and reduce their
pollution levels. Sea-level rise is to a large extent caused by externalities. When you
drive an SUV, the contribution to climate change and sea-level rise is an external cost
which you don't experience personally. Free markets are notoriously bad at including
external costs in prices. The consequence is that there is over-consumption of goods
which pollute and cause sea level rise. In theory, economics has a solution to the
problem of externalities. If you can work out the external cost of driving an SUV, you
can place a suitable tax to make people pay the social cost and reduce demand to the
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socially efficient level. The difficulty is working out and then agreeing on a suitable
external cost. If the real cost of climate change and sea level rise is as high as current
science indicates, it would suggest carbon emitting vehicles are seriously undertaxed
and the social cost of carbon emissions is much higher than current legislation
suggests. The difficulty then also becomes convincing the general public that due to the
external costs of pollution there is a need to establish a carbon tax to acquire private
property via managed retreat.
STAC MEMBER 2 (MH): Consideration of private property managed retreat is
premature and requires additional local and state guidance.
As a result of the free rider problem, it is clear that a private property managed retreat
policy will impose the most significant and unfair costs on affected coastal communities.
Another problem with sea-level rise is that there is tremendous uncertainty about the
future costs of sea-level rise. The imposition of private property managed retreat
strategies for pre-existing communities will certainly increase market uncertainty and
reduce land values. Local communities should adopt voter-approved initiatives similar
to New Zealand, where the Queensland Sustainable Planning Act requires local
councils to compensate owners when a planning decision reduces property values
(section 704). Thus, local communities need to resist private property managed retreat
strategies until a dedicated statewide funding source is created. It is recommended that
a dedicated State of California funding source, such as a carbon tax, for fair market land
acquisition be established before private property managed retreat is required in any
community plan. A voter proposition on the California ballot would be the best way for
California to determine if the public values their beaches enough to impose a carbon
tax. If the California people do value their beaches, then they should be more than
willing to impose a state-wide carbon tax to implement private property managed
retreat. In summary, private property managed retreat is a complicated issue that the
voters of California should decide.
STAC MEMBER 3 (RC): Public beach access depends on protection and
accommodation
Sea Level Rise is an environmental change that all beach goers and Del Mar residents
will need to adapt to any changes that occur. We do not know exactly how much sea
level will rise and when it will occur or how soon. With this Adaptation Plan, Del Mar will
now gather monthly and yearly data in order to identify any changes. As changes occur,
it will be important that adaptation options are thoroughly reviewed including any new
options being used nationally and internationally. One example to monitor is the
research of the effectiveness of different shapes of seawalls in Japan.
STAC has acted in the interest of both the beach-going public and the Del Mar
residents. A walkable beach is a high priority with our residents and visitors! STAC with
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Del Mar resident input reviewed the option of managed retreat of private property and
together most believe it is not appropriate at this time. There are so many options to be
reviewed and utilized before any discussion ever needs to take place regarding
managed retreat of private property. There are over 600 homes in the Del Mar beach
community with the homes along the beach behind sea walls at about 13 feet above
sea level. East of the beach, the homes and properties decrease to eventually 3 feet
above sea level before reaching the railroad tracks. In addition, within the beach
community, over 800 (waiting for confirmation) public parking spaces allow public
access to the beach. If the homes are gone, the parking is gone, beach access is gone
and now the visitors and residents are gone! Where is the walkable beach?
Before any discussion of managed retreat of private property begins, an engineering
evaluation of the beach community and managed retreat needs to be completed. I direct
you to the technical paper titled “The Practicality of Managed Retreat” written by expert
Walter Crampton.
Therefore, managed retreat of private property is not an appropriate adaptation option
to be included in this Del Mar plan.
STAC MEMBER 4 (TG): Managed retreat applies differently across Del Mar’s
diverse regions
Protecting our natural resources in Del Mar – our beaches, our wetlands, our bluffs – is
a top priority and drove much of STAC’s deliberation. Del Mar’s natural resources
include a wide sandy beach ranging from urbanized oceanfront to high bluffs fronted by
broad sand and reefs that make waves ideal for surfing. Del Mar residents and visitors
enjoy running and walking on the beach, spending hours on a sunny day near the surf
with towels, picnics, and happy children at play. Surfers from far and wide join the local
surf crowds at 8th St, 11th St, and 15th St and on down to the river-mouth. Beach
enjoyment happens year-round, in all months. On nearly every day of the year, runners
and walkers can continue for nearly 3 miles from lagoon to lagoon – albeit at low tide
only when winter storms have washed the beach sand into the offshore reefs.
This beach resource, complemented by Del Mar’s canyon paths and wetland overlooks,
comprises Del Mar’s most important asset. It draws newcomers and visitors and adds
great value to homes and businesses. It must be protected, nourished, and cared for
with highest priority as sea level rise planning moves forward.
Del Mar’s STAC studied the many adaptation options identified throughout California as
the state and other localities evaluated vulnerabilities and how to minimize them. STAC
has drafted this Adaptation Plan to minimize risks in all areas of Del Mar. Protection and
accommodation options will be the most important while sea level rise remains steady
and slow. STAC regarded managed retreat as wise for some areas, including the
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lagoon wetlands and the bluff tops. However, STAC recognized, with much community
input, that managed retreat in the oceanfront area of North Beach has complexities and
implications that go far beyond the guidance received from the State. Specifically, STAC
came to understand that managed retreat in the beach-level communities means losing
beach access, putting sea-level (or below) homes to the east at greater risk, and loss of
property, infrastructure, and resources.
In short, STAC could see clearly how managed retreat options can be applied in
wetlands and bluffs, but could not come to census or develop a clear view of how
managed retreat options could apply in the urbanized oceanfront areas without
introducing new vulnerabilities, loss, and risk. Many other options to protect and
accommodate have yet to be explored in detail. Many are promising and have potential
to maintain Del Mar’s natural resources in much their current state for many decades to
come. Thus, STAC decided – in a vote that involved all members, after much
community input – it is premature to include managed retreat for private property in the
current STAC draft Adaptation Plan.

[INSERT OTHER STAC MEMBER POSITIONS HERE]

10.6 Addendum: STAC Discussion on managed retreat 12/7/2017
[Keep the following discussion in this document? Or make sure points are included above in
10.5?]
Gabe: Wants to understand the rationale for sub-c changes, particularly to eliminate MR. The
identified overall goal of maintaining a walkable beach is still good. If the beach persists that
will protect the DM character going forward. Some of the changes to the AP take away from
that. Don’t understand why removal of retreat is proposed. We are building a tool box—
Managed Retreat (MR) may be an appropriate tool in 30-40 years even if not now; it does
disservice to the long range focus of the planning effort to eliminate it from the AP. Focusing
only on sand replenishment is not enough. Sand is not an infinite resource; not appropriate as the
only strategy. MR should not be done home by home—may take 10-20 years to set up
implementation mechanisms; if the AP eliminates MR now, we are pushing this issue way down
the line. Doing that raises bigger econ. issues. The AP is missing the needed info to justify
eliminating MR—STAC needs the sed. mgmt. plan, to understand and analyze not just local
options for DM but also how to be part of regional sand solutions—all this is required to do
effective sand replenishment—not just DM grabbing sand it wants.
Terry: Sub-commitee charged with taking input, beach community concerned with retreat.
Retreat remains for public property. Felt it was difficult for committee to impose language on
private owners that could have negative financial impacts by including MR in a public report.
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Amanda: AP will be updated regularly. Concern for harm from addressing MR in the AP, and
for its removal, was based on current conditions—option is still there if conditions change.
Goals are in the plan to preserve the beach—don’t have solutions to allow it to persist overtime,
absent a sed. mgmt. plan that says we can do that.
Robin: DM is unique—homes on beach, if the AP tells them to retreat, it diminishes value—
waiting for an AP amendment down the road when MR is needed is better than including MR
language now.
Kristen: STAC goal was to assess impacts based on science. Science is reality. The rev’d draft
AP is suppressing info if MR is not included out of fear of private finance impacts when the
science is otherwise. Financial impacts to inland properties from seawalls is documented in
studies. If beaches go, all property values impacted, not just the front row. The science is clear
on MR—fixing back of beach is diametrically opposed to preserving a walkable beach.
Kim: Opposed to MR—has already hurt the market. Lots can happen in 10-15 years. Might have
better options in the future—unconscionable to put MR in doc.
Nancy: How does MR contribute to a walkable beach? Won’t we end up with inland lagoon?
Gabe: If the back of beach is fixed, the beach can’t retreat naturally, the beach will gradually be
lost. If STAC waits too long to deal with this issue we will be reacting, not planning ahead.
John: Will beach meander if walls removed?
Gabe: Gabe is not advocating for pulling the seawalls out—is a complex situation, but many
homes are built in hazard area. Should be a community wide solution. There are options. For
example, a plan to pull seawalls back 15 feet in 2075, might allow the beach to persist—there are
options.
Nancy: Take out walls, higher homes in front row. Not a beach any more.
Gabe: Might be options like a dune solution. For example, may need to plan to retreat to
accommodate a dune field when certain thresholds are met.
Bruce: Take some of the heat off Gabe—the ocean is changing in ways it hasn’t before. Risk
posed is substantial. Bruce forwarded a recent paper on natural options for addressing SLR. It
addresses alternatives to seawalls, such as wetlands restoration, dunes, etc. These options are
very time consuming, expensive, to do right. Taking out MR words, is upsetting, but will mean
we attack the problem in a more rushed and expensive fashion—nobody wants MR until we
absolutely have to do it. We don’t know how much SLR is coming and when—we only know
it’s happening and accelerating. Understand impacts to values, etc. but hard armoring accelerates
beach loss. Replenishment is a half measure—we need to address all measures that will address
the problems—we hired the best science consultants, yet we are taking one of their main
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recommendations off the table. Bruce can’t put his name on a report that takes MR off the table
as to private but not public properties—intellectually doesn’t make sense.
Robin: DM has done nothing. Sand replenishment done eons ago. Now hearing we are going to
MR.
Bruce—Not saying we are going to MR, it’s a last resort, but don’t take it off the table.
Mark: Had a consultant do the report, wasn’t really oriented to DM; STAC then got lots of
input, and opened our eyes. We struggled with input from the public. We followed the
guidelines, but made some of our own. We need to do a survey of DM—what do the locals want
to happen? Asking lay committee to make decisions without expertise—without econ and legal
studies is not the right way. We need some kind of sand replenishment and retention—can’t
uncouple the two. One of first things DM can do is figure out sand retention. Some say the AP
revisions are a step backward, but we took input of community and reflected it. Elected officials
should make the decision, they are accountable to voters. City Council should make the
decisions.
Kim: Against MR from what he has seen in last 50 years. Most sand lost in 70’s, 80’s 90’s.
Haven’t seen as much loss in last 10-20 years. Not a critical need now. Need for MR is further
off. SLR is happening more slowly. Scientists disagree—won’t sign a doc. that includes MR.
John: If SLR goes up a couple feet, everyone will leave. But putting MR in the doc. now affects
lending practice. Lenders will loan in flood zone, but not in an MR zone. This is why the words
of the AP have current impact. John saw this with hurricane Sandy. MR makes sense from
science and practical perspective, etc., but causes immediate finance problem. That’s why John
wants MR out—if we can work around the issue somehow, more power to us.
Nancy: Fanny and Freddie identify properties that are not eligible for loans, including properties
that can’t be built or rebuilt (reads excerpts of guidelines)
Kristen: How does this play into existing situation?
Nancy: Can’t answer—just reporting the current regs from F &F.
Mark: This is a legal issue that needs to be reviewed.
Terry: We need a lengthy statement about MR in the report, reflecting both Gabe’s and other
perspectives. Explaining how and why we struggled with this difficult issue.
Mark: MR is last resort, we should pursue all other options. All agree.
MOTION: Write a discussion about MR as discussed at STAC committee. Include the
struggles and perspectives on MR. Make explicit why MR left out of the AP.
Yes: Kim, Bruce, Mark, Robin, Terry, Kristen
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2 abstentions: Nancy and Gabe
Motion passes.
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Climate Change Could Swamp Your MuniBond Portfolio
California localities warn of disaster when suing oil companies. So how come they don’t tell investors?

San Francisco in 2015. PHOTO: DAVID PAUL MORRIS BLOOMBERG NEWS

By Jay Newman
Feb. 2, 2018 6 20 p.m. ET

By the end of this century Oakland, Calif., will be experiencing a “100-year ﬂood” every week. At
least that’s what the Oakland city government argued last year, when it ﬁled a lawsuit against
several oil companies for contributing to climate change. The city forecasts that rising water
levels in the San Francisco Bay will threaten the sewer system and other property “with a total
replacement cost of between $22 billion and $38 billion.”
Suppose you hold some of Oakland’s municipal bonds. This climate apocalypse sounds like a
serious risk, right? Yet a recent prospectus for Oakland’s general-obligation bonds shrugs oﬀ
the threat. “The City is unable to predict when seismic events, ﬁres or other natural events,
such as sea rise or other impacts of climate change or ﬂooding from a major storm, could
occur,” the prospectus states. And even if such events occur, the city can’t be sure “whether
they will have a material adverse eﬀect on the business operations or ﬁnancial condition of the
City or the local economy.”
Other California localities have told courts one thing and investors another regarding climate
change. In a similar lawsuit, San Francisco claims it faces “imminent risk of catastrophic storm
surge ﬂooding.” But in a bond oﬀering last year, the city said it is “unable to predict whether
sea-level rise or other impacts of climate change or ﬂooding . . . will occur.” San Mateo County
claims in another suit that there is a 50% chance that a “devastating three-foot ﬂood . . . occurs
before 2030.” The county uses boilerplate similar to San Francisco’s to play down such risks in
its communications to bondholders.
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These jarring inconsistencies have led Exxon Mobil , a target of the lawsuits, to seek judicial
relief. In a petition to a Texas court, the company states: “The disconnect . . . indicates that the
plaintiﬀ municipal governments do not actually believe the allegations in their complaints and
that the allegations were not made in good faith.” Exxon is also asking for permission to depose
the lead plaintiﬀ’s lawyer, along with 15 California oﬃcials involved in ﬁling the lawsuits.
It is possible the California oﬃcials were truthful in their attestations about their forecasts. But
that means they seriously misled their investors, hoping they could ding deep-pocketed oil
companies while continuing to borrow cheaply in the municipal bond markets.
This is not an uncommon practice. As a longtime investor in sovereign bonds, I can attest to the
“ﬂexibility” politicians demonstrate when approving prospectuses and agreeing to bond
covenants. Reneging on contracts and explaining away misrepresentations are standard
operating procedure for the political class in localities, states, countries and territories such as
Puerto Rico.
Investors are relatively powerless in the face of such government dissembling. Besides selling
their bonds, their only recourse is the courts. And because politicians readily spend taxpayer
money to draw out the legal process, this option is generally too lengthy and unpredictable to
be worthwhile.
But this case may be diﬀerent thanks to the astonishing presence of contemporaneous, and
directly contradictory, legally binding statements. This could prompt the Securities and
Exchange Commission to abandon its hands-oﬀ approach and require state and local
governments to disclose to investors risks arising from climate change, rather than allowing
them to equivocate.
States and municipalities facing climate-change-associated risks would suﬀer a signiﬁcant
blow to their credit ratings, according to a Moody’s Investors Service report issued in
November 2017. Municipalities that sought big paydays from major oil companies may end up
with a bitter second prize—more disclosure and higher borrowing costs.
Plaintiﬀs’ lawyers probably never intended that their war on the fossil-fuel industry would end
up shining a light on the perilous state of local public ﬁnances. But wars have a funny way of
creating unintended consequences. If the unqualiﬁed statements made in court about the
impact of climate change are even half true—regardless of the cause—the ﬁnances of many of
California’s coastal cities could soon be underwater.
Mr. Newman is a former hedge-fund manager who specialized in sovereign debt.
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